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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents lower and upper bounds on the number of parity-check digits 
required for a linear code that corrects random errors and errors which are in the 
form of low-density bursts. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Burst-error correcting codes are suitable for correcting errors which do 
not occur independently but are clustered over a given length in a message. 
There are of course many situations in which errors occur in the form of a 
burst but not all digits inside the burst get disrupted. From the point of view 
of applications, channels modeled by Elliot [4] and Gilbert [6] fall in this 
category. An attempt in this direction to find codes that are capable of 
correcting low-density bursts-i.e., w or fewer errors which occur within b 
consecutive digits (w < b)-has been made by Wyner [12], Dass [l, 21 and 
the authors [lo]. 
Again, when we concentrate only on the burst error correction, the code 
so devised fails to correct even a few random errors when these are not 
within the burst of specified length. In actual communication, while it is all 
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important to consider correction of low-density bursts, care must be taken to 
correct at least up to a specific number of errors no matter where they lie, 
i.e., the correction of low-density bursts and random errors should be 
handled simultaneously. 
At first sight it might appear that this requires a suitable minimum- 
weight constraint over the low-density burst correcting codes, but this is not 
enough, as will be evident from a close examination of the situations. Dass 
[3] has studied codes with minimum weight at least w1 that have no burst of 
length b or less with weight w2 or less as a code word and derived an 
extension of Varshamov-Gilbert bound for that case. While this ensures only 
detection of low-density bursts and random errors, the present study extends 
to correction. 
In this paper, upper bounds have been obtained on the number of 
parity-check digits required for the existence of linear codes correcting 
random and low-density burst errors separately and simultaneously. These 
follow from a method of construction similar to that used by Sacks [9] in 
obtaining a Varshamov-Gilbert bound. A lower bound on the number of 
parity-check digits required for a linear code that corrects both types of 
errors is also derived. 
We shall confine ourselves to linear codes of length n over GF(9). A 
burst of length b would mean a vector whose only non-zero components are 
confined to b consecutive digits, the first and the last of which are non-zero 
[8]. The weight of a vector is taken in the usual Hamming sense [7]. 
II. CODES WITH MINIMUM WEIGHT, 
CORRECTING LOW-DENSITY BURSTS 
In this section, we impose a minimum-weight criterion over the low- 
density burst-error correcting code, and in Theorem 1 we give an extension 
of the Varshamov-Gilbert bound. This bound assures the existence of a code 
that corrects all errors of weight w2 or less lying within a burst of length b or 
less, and also detects all errors of weight w1 - 1 or less. 
THEOREM 1. Given positive integers wl, w2 and b such that w1 < 2w, 
< 2b, a sufficient condition that there exists an (n, k) linear code, n >2b, 
with minimum weight at least w1 that corrects all bursts of length b OT less 
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with weight w2 or less is 
4 
n-li>[l+(q_l)](n-l,~,-2) 
+ pl+;z;-’ [ (~;l~)(q-l)p’z(q.n-b:h,p,)] 
2wp-1 b-l 
+ 2 (bTl)(q-1)‘+ c c (b-;-l) 
i-d kc1 ‘l.r%% 
x (;)( h-~-l)(q-l)‘l+‘f”+‘, (1) 
where 
o< p1< w,-1, 0 < p, < w2, d=max[ w1- W,], 
O<r,<w,-2, 1<r2<2w,-2, o<r,<w2-1, 
r2 + f.3 > w2, w,-2<r,+r,+r3<2wz-2, 
i( 1 ; (q-1)“~ p=O,L 
Z(q,n;kp)= I (q-l)‘2 (LIi)(n-i+l), p 2 2, i=p 
and 
cl+x]‘“,‘), :,+ 1 x+.e. + r x, I 
m ( > m r ( 1 y=‘;- 
(0, r<O. 
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Proof. The existence of such a code will be shown by constructing an 
appropriate (n - k) x n parity-check matrix for the desired code. 
Select a non-zero (n - k)-tuple as the first column of the parity-check 
matrix H. To add subsequent columns to H appropriately, let us suppose that 
we have chosen i - 1 columns h,, h,, . . . , hi_ 1. While adding the jth column 
$, we must ensure two things: (i) that any wi- 1 or less columns should be 
linearly independent and (ii) that any two linear combinations, each com- 
posed of ws or less columns in b adjacent positions at the most, should be 
different. In other words, 
(2) 
and 
hi +( b&, + bjphil + . . . + biw,_,hiw,_ ) + (q$k, + c,&, + . . . + cL h, ), 1 2 2 (3) 
where the hi are any wi - 2 previous columns, the hi are any w, - 1 columns 
amonghi-b+l,hj_b+e,...,hi_l, and the h, are any 21~s columns within a set of 
b consecutive columns among all the i - 1 columns. As there are 9 - 1 
non-zero coefficients, therefore, the number of ways in which the 
coefficients a,, including the pattern of all zeros, can be chosen is 
[ l+(y-q](‘-‘.“‘-2)* (4) 
Since all possible linear combinations of wi -2 or fewer columns are 
included in (4), therefore the coefficients bj and c, should be so chosen that 
at least wr - 1 of these taken together are non-zero. To obtain the number of 
all possible distinct linear combinations, we analyze three different cases 
(refer also to [l]). 
Case 1 
When the h, are taken from the first j - b columns, choose a number pi 
of the bj and p, of the ck such that p, + p, > wi - 1. The largest values which 
p, and p, can attain are w2 - 1 and wa respectively. Now p, number of the bi 
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can be chosen in 
ways. To choose p, of the ck is equivalent to evaluating the number of bursts 
of length b or less with weight p, in a vector of length i - b. This can be 
done in IlO] 
I(q,i-W>pz) 
ways, where Z (9,j - b; b,p,) stands for the expression stated in the theorem. 
Case 2 
When the h, are taken from the immediately preceding b - 1 columns, 








When the h, are selected from hj_zb+z, hi_zb+3,. . . , hi_ 1 such that all are 
neither taken from hi_ 2b+ 2, hi_ 2b+ 3,. . . , hi_ b nor from 
hi-b+l,hi-b+e,...,hi-1, then let us suppose that the burst starts from the 
( I- 2b + k + 1)th component, which may obviously continue up to the 
( j - b + k)th component. Further, let us choose rr components from the 
(i-2b+k+2,..., i - b)th position, ra components from the ( i - b + 1,. . . , i - 
b + k)th position and rs components from the ( j - b + k + 1,. . . , j - 1)th posi- 
tion. Then in this case the total number of choices of coefficients turns out to 
be 
b-l 
2 2 (“-;- ‘)( ;)( b-$ ‘)(9- 1)‘1+~~+~+~, 
k=l Q.%.‘3 
(8) 
where rr, rs, rs satisfy the constraints stated in the theorem. Thus, denoting an 
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expression by its number, the total possible number of distinct combinations 
which hi cannot be equal is 
pl+p2=2w2-l 
(4+ 2 [ Fv) I+ (7) + (8). 
Therefore, a column hi can be added to H provided that 
(9) 
4 “-k >(9). (10) 
But for an (n, k) code to exist, the inequality (10) should hold for i = n, and 
thus we get (1). n 
Discussion 
The result just obtained has been proved for wr < 2w,. For wr > 2w,, the 
minimum weight of the code becomes at least 2w,+ 1, and then the code is 
capable of correcting all errors of weight ws or less-covering, in particular, 
the correction of all bursts of length b or less with weight w2 or less. The 
bound obtained in (1) then reduces to the Varshamov-Gilbert bound. 
For wr= 1, the joint summation in (1) involving p, and p, splits into the 









+(9-l)’ i (n-b-i+l)[l+(q-l)](i-2~wz-2) (12) 
i=w,+l 
(refer also to [lo]). Then the bound obtained in (1) takes the form 
2w2-1 
q”-k>(11)(12)+ x (b;1)(q-l)‘+(8), 
i=w, 
(13) 
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an alternative form of which coincides with a result due to Dass [l]. 
Next, setting wa = b, the expressions in (7) and (8) vanish and the bound 
in (1) reduces to 
q 
“-k>[l+(q_l)](“-‘.“‘-z) 




which coincides with another result of the authors [ll, theorem 11. 
Lastly, for wi = 1 and w, = b, the bound in (l), as expected, becomes 
9 n-k > P1) [(q-l)(n-2b+1)+1], (15) 
which coincides with a result due to Campopiano given in Theorem 4.10 of 
[8J 
It is important to note that the codes discussed in this section having 
minimum weight at least wi may not correct all errors of weight’ [(wi - I)/ 
21 or less along with the low-density bursts to be corrected, though it can 
correct these separately. This is so because in the derivation of the bound we 
have not taken care of the fact that the syndromes of these two types of 
error patterns be different. This study is made in the next section. 
III. CODES CORRECTING RANDOM 
AND LOW-DENSITY BURST ERRORS 
In this section, we shall prove two results. The first result presents a 
lower bound on the number of parity-check digits required for a linear code 
that corrects all random errors of weight m or less and all bursts of length b 
or less with weight w or less. This result generalizes the well-known 
sphere-packing bound as well as results due to Fire [5] and the authors [lo]. 
In the second result, we derive an upper bound on the number of check 
digits which assures the existence of such a code. 
‘[r] denotes the largest integer contained in x. 
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THEOREM 2. The number of parity-check digits in an (n, k) linear code 
that corrects all combinations of m or fewer errors and all bursts of length b 
or less with weight w or less, 1 Q m < w < b, is at least 
log,[[l+(q-l)](“‘“)+K(q,n;b,w,m)], (16) 
where 
K (q,n;b,w,m) = E (n-i+1) j=g+l( ;:;)w 
i=m+l 
and [l + x](“‘*~) stands for the expression stated in Theorem 1. 
Proof. Since the code is capable of correcting all errors of weight m and 
less, all n-tuples of weight m and less should be in different cosets; their 
number, including the pattern of all zeros, is 
[1+(CJ-l)]‘“‘“) (17) 
Also, since the code corrects all those bursts of length b or less which are of 
weight w or less, all such burst patterns must also be in different cosets 
except for those which are random errors of weight m or less. Since the 
bursts of length m or less have weight m or less and hence are included in 
(17), we need only compute the number of bursts of length m + 1, m + 2,. . . , b 
with weight greater than m but of weight less than or equal to w. The 
number of bursts of length i (> m) with weight greater than m but of weight 
less than or equal to w is 
5 (;I;) (n-i+l)(q-1)‘. 
j=m+l 
(18) 
Thus the total number of error patterns is 
[1+(4-l)]‘“‘“’ + K (q,n;b,w,m), (19) 
where K (q, n; b, w,m) stands for the expression given in the theorem (refer 
also to [lo]). Since there must be at least this number of cosets, the theorem 
follows. a 
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Incidentally, it can be shown that the result applies to non-linear codes 
also. 
For m b w, the second term in (19) vanishes and the bound reduces to 
Hamming’s sphere-packing bound (cf. [B, Theorem 4.51). 
For w = b, the lower bound on the number of parity checks becomes 
l%,[ 111+(4-111 ‘“‘“‘+K(q,n;b,b,m)], (20) 
where 
K(q,n;b,b,m)= 2 (n-i+l) 9 (:1i)(q-1)~, 
i=m+l i=m+l 
which coincides with a result due to the authors [lo, Theorem 31. 






which coincides with another result of the authors’ [lo, Theorem 21. 
Lastly, for m = 1 and w = b, the bound in (16), as expected, becomes 
b-l+log,[(q-l)(n-b+l)+l], (22) 
which for the binary case was proved by Fire [5] (cf. [B, Theorem 4.91). 
THEOREM 3. Given positive integers m, w and b such that 1 < m < w 
< b, a sufficient condition for there to exist an (n, k) linear code, n > 2b, that 
corrects all combinatiorz of weight m or less and all bursts of length b or 
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2 Q p, < w, O< p,<m-1, 
O<rl<w-2, l<r2<2w-2, Odr,<w-I, 
r2 + r3 > w, m+w-1<r,+r2+r3<2w-2, 
and [l-t-~]~“*“, Z(q , n; b,p) and K (q, n; b, w,m) stand fm the expressions in 
Theorems 1 and 2. 
Proof. As in Theorem 1, after having selected i- 1 columns 
hr,hs,***,hi-r of the parity-check matrix H, a jth column hi can be added if 
it fulfills three requirements laid down below. 
As a first requirement, since the code is to correct all combinations of 
weight m or less, the column hi to be added should be such that it is not a 
linear combination of any 2m - 1 or fewer previous columns. Any 2m - 1 or 
fewer columns out of j - 1, including the pattern of all zeros, can be chosen 
in 
ways. 
Next, since the code is required to correct random errors of weight m or 
less simultaneously with all errors which are bursts of length b or less with 
weight w or less, the syndromes of any two error patterns, one random and 
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the other a low-density burst, must not be same. The inequality (25) below 
assures that the syndrome of any error pattern of weight m or less is not 
equal to that of any error pattern which is a burst of length b or less with 
weight w or less out of i components except when the low-density burst 
pattern include the last component (i.e., the jth); and the exact m-weight 
pattern is selected from the first i - b - 1 components in a way that is now 
specified by the inequality (26). Thus, the second requirement on hi is that 
hi #( ailhi, + a&* + . . . +a&) +(~k,k,+~kzhz++- +b&,h.,_,) (25) 
and 
where the hi are any w columns from a set of b consecutive ones and the h, 
are any m - 1 columns among h,, h,, . . . , hi_ 1; the h, are any w - 1 columns 
among hi-b+l,hi-b+2)...)hi-l, and the h, are any m columns among 
Z&,...J+,_i with all the coefficients d, non-zero. Since all possible linear 
combinations of 2m - 1 or fewer columns are included in (24), we should 
choose the coefficients in (25) and (26) so that at least 2m of the a, and the 
bk taken together and at least m of the cS are non-zero. In order to do so, 
choose p, of the ai and p2 of the bk such that p,+p,>2m. Obviously 
2<pr<w,o<p, < m - 1. Now p, of the a,, which form a burst of length b 
or less having weight p, in a vector of length j - 1, can be selected in [refer 
to (WI 
Z(q,j- k&p,) (27) 
ways, where Z (9, i; b, p,) stands for the expression in Theorem 1; and p, of 
the bk can be selected in 
j-1 ( 1 p, (9-1)p2 





ways, whereas the number of choices in which all the non-zero d, can be 
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selected is 
Lastly, we are to exclude the possibility of the same syndrome of any two 
error patterns each of which is a burst of length b or less with weight w or 
less. Therefore, the third requirement is that 
where the h,, are any w - 1 columns among hi_ b+ 1, hi_ b +2,. . . , hi_ 1 and the 
h, are any w columns from a set of b consecutive columns among all the i - 1 
columns. As before, we analyze this situation in three different cases. 
Case 1 
When the ho are taken from the first j - b columns, it is clear that at least 
m of the e, together with at least m + 1 of the f, should be taken as non-zero 
coefficients. The number of ways in which at least m of the e, can be chosen 
is given in (29), whereas at least m + 1 of the f,, which form a burst of length 
b or less with weight m + 1 or more but of weight w or less in a vector of 
length i - b, can be chosen in 
K (q,j- b;b,w,m) (32) 
ways, where K (9,j - b; b, 20, m) stands for the expression in Theorem 2. 
Case 2 
When the ho are taken from the immediately preceding b - 1 columns, 
the number of additional ways in which the e,, and the f, can be selected is 
2w-1 
XJ bT’)(9-1)i* (33) 
Case 3 
When the h, are selected from hi_2b+2,hi_2b+3,...,hj_1 in such a way 
that all are neither taken from hi_2b+2, hi_2b+3,. . . , hi_ b nor from 
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hi-b+l>hi-b+2,***, hi_ 1, then considering the same situation as in Theorem 1, 
it suffices to evaluate the ranges of rl, 2 r and r3; these can be taken as stated 
in the theorem, and the number of choices of coefficients in this case turns 
out to be the expression in (8). Thus the total possible number of distinct 
combinations which hi cannot be equal is 
pl+pn=m+w-l 
(24) + 22 [ (27) (28) I+ (29) [ (30) + (32) I+ (33) + (8). (34) 
p13p2: 
Pl+P2=2m 
The result now follows as in Theorem 1. n 
Discussion 
The preceding theorem has been proved for m < 20. However, if m > w, 
the burst consideration becomes redundant and the bound obtained in (23) 
reduces to the Varshamov-Gilbert bound. Simple deductions in special cases 
may also be derived as earlier. 
It may be pointed out here that the codes discussed in Sec. III correct all 
bursts of length b or less with weight w or less and, being capable of 
correcting all errors of weight m or less also, possess minimum weight at 
least 2m + 1. It has already been seen that the converse is not true in 
general. 
The second author is thankful to C.S.I.R. (India) for providing a research 
fellowship. 
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